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Abstract

Modern technology has made it possible to produce, process, transmit and store digital images
efficiently. Consequently, the amount of visual information is increasing at an accelerating rate in
many diverse application areas. To fully exploit this new content-based image retrieval techniques
are required. Document image retrieval systems can be utilized in many organizations which are
using document image databases extensively.

This thesis presents document image retrieval techniques and new approaches to improve
database content. The goal of the thesis is to develop a functional retrieval system and to demonstrate
that better retrieval results can be achieved with the proposed database generation methods.

Retrieval system architecture, a document data model, and tools for querying document image
databases are introduced. The retrieval framework presented allows users to interactively define,
construct and combine queries using document or image properties: physical (structural), semantic,
textual and visual image content. A technique for combining primitive features like color, shape and
texture into composite features is presented. A novel search base reduction technique which uses
structural and content properties of documents is proposed for speeding up the query process.

A new model for database generation within the image retrieval system is presented. An approach
for automated document image defect detection and management is presented to build high quality
and retrievable database objects. In image database population, image feature profiles and their
attributes are manipulated automatically to better match with query requirements determined by the
available query methods, the application environment and the user.

Experiments were performed with multiple image databases containing over one thousand
images. They comprised a range of document and scene images from different categories, properties
and condition. The results show that better recall and accuracy for retrieval is achieved with the
proposed optimization techniques. The search base reduction technique results in a considerable
speed-up in overall query processing. The constructed document image retrieval system performs
well in different retrieval scenarios and provides a consistent basis for algorithm development. The
proposed modular system structure and interfaces facilitate its usage in a wide variety of document
image retrieval applications.

Keywords: content-based retrieval, database population optimization, image database
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The popularity and importance of image as an information source is evident in modern so-
ciety (Jain 1997a). Digital images are produced and utilized in different services, where
the mainstream concentrates on providing retrieval functionality. They increasingly occu-
py the transmission capacity of the Internet information highway. In the search for infor-
mation, finding the desired entity in the available data has become a growing problem.
Especially pictorial information is a desired and natural source for many applications used
by humans, but it is very difficult to control, query and manage. When dealing with a
number of images having diverse content, no exact attributes can directly be defined for
applications and humans to use. Since the levels of abstraction and dimensionality of the
desired information are different and usually far from each other, one way of coping with
the problem is to develop techniques, where dimensionality is reduced and the content fea-
tures are exactly described. Nevertheless, advanced retrieval techniques are needed to nar-
row down the gap between human perception and the available pictorial information.
Another reason for using retrieval techniques is the slowness of humans to absorb and han-
dle huge information repositories. There is a need for more effective and efficient image
description and indexing that could be used for seeking information containing physical,
semantic and connotational image properties. Not only is the information provided by
structural metadata or exact contents, such as annotations, captions and text associated
with the image needed, but also a multitude of information gained from other domains,
such as linguistics, pictorial information, and document category (Maybury 1997).

Many organizations currently use and are dependent on image databases, especially if
they use document images. In an attempt to move towards a more paperless office, large
quantities of printed documents are digitized and stored as images in databases, but often
without adequate index information (Doermann 1998). Complete conversion of document
images to electrical representation makes it possible to index documents automatically.
Unfortunately, several reasons such as high costs and poor quality of documents may pro-
hibit complete conversion. Additionally, some non-text components cannot be represented
in a converted form with sufficient accuracy. In such cases, it can be advantageous to use
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techniques for direct characterization, manipulation and retrieval of document images con-
taining text, synthetic graphics and natural images.

Traditional methods in information retrieval use keywords for textual databases. A
problem with a mere keyword search in image retrieval is its narrow scope at description,
and inaccuracy when it comes to pictorial information. It is difficult to describe a picture
using exact information, e.g. numbers, words and sentences, due to the complexity and the
unique nature of each entity, especially images containing natural scenes. Another problem
is that keywords need to be defined manually, which can be tedious or even impossible
when constructing large image databases.

One solution to information retrieval having at a least partly pictorial content is to utilize
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) techniques (Pentland et al. 1994). The CBIR system
is aimed to aid users in retrieving relevant images based on their abstracted contents. Fig.
1 presents a general view of a basic CBIR system. First, images are captured and converted
into a digital form using image acquisition equipment, e.g. a scanner or digital camera. Sec-
ond, images are stored in a database and image analysis algorithms are applied to extract
visual and other (e.g. semantic) features using different levels of abstraction. The extracted
visual features and annotations, if given, are then utilized by the retrieval engine which
search for images that satisfy the query requirements given.

Advances in imaging and availability of pattern recognition technologies have resulted
in huge image archives for use in a diverse application base. These include for example
medical imaging, remote sensing, law enforcement, entertainment and on-line information
services (Gudivada & Raghavan 1995). Intelligent access to these archives requires use of
CBIR techniques.

Information retrieval systems are efficient when the data has a well defined and fixed
structure (Gupta et al. 1997). This is the case in many relational database applications,
where the attributes of database objects have clear interpretations and semantic associa-
tions. Moderate success has been achieved when data has some basic retrievable structure
(e.g. one or higher dimensional data with few attributes) and the embedded associations are
rich. A good example is the AltaVista World-Wide Web search engine (AltaVista 1998).

Digital image
library

Visual features
and metadata

Acquisition

Image analysis

Document/
Digital

and annotation

Fig. 1. A basic setting for a content-based image retrieval system and its functionality.
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Hyperlinks between entities like text, documents, images and audio that are available in the
Web have made it possible to access unstructured information. The Word-Wide Web is a
good information source when users want to browse by navigating hyperlinks or they know
from where to look for the right information. However, trying to locate specific but un-
known information using the search engines available today can be difficult (Smith &
Chang 1997b). Techniques and systems that are aimed at performing “free-text” or charac-
ter based retrieval, i.e. search-base is formulated using natural language, have been fairly
successful. Simple statistical measures such as term frequency and inverse document fre-
quency are used to estimate the weights of keywords associated with the document (Salton
& Buckley 1988). The weights of the keywords associated with queries are typically esti-
mated using relevance feedback where the system provides the user with an initial set of
documents. Based on the relevance estimates provided by the user, the query is refined until
the user’s terms are met (Salton & McGill 1983). Recently, neural networks, self-organiz-
ing maps in particular, have proved to be useful in natural language processing and explo-
ration of large databases (Honkela 1997, Kohonen 1997).

The problem of CBIR is that scene images do not have any identifiable generic structure
and their semantics are usually domain and application dependent. Scene images can be de-
fined as a specialization of document images, and vice versa. A document image is more
structural by nature, since a large part of the information content is included in the actual
layout and its structural presentation. Documents can possess for example geometric
groupings such as characters, lines, blocks and columns that can be used in information
characterization and retrieval (Sauvola 1997). When the data has no structure, the task of
the retrieval system is not only to store and retrieve the associations with data, but to extract
associations from raw data (e.g. image) which tends to be difficult, computationally inten-
sive and sometimes impossible. It is obvious that information retrieval engines that need to
extract information from mere raw (image) non-exact data have severe difficulties in query
processing, data description, and computational performance (Gupta et al. 1997).

Before a document or a scene image can effectively be retrieved, they go through several
different steps. Fig. 2 depicts these steps and the environmental or procedural factors af-
fecting them. For example, in the feature extraction, we have to decide what features we
need to extract, is there any need to improve image quality and how does the application
domain affect this step. In this thesis, we present a general framework for content-based im-
age retrieval which pays attention to all these steps.

Modern technology has made it possible to produce, process, transmit and store digital
images efficiently. Consequently, the amount of visual information is increasing at an ac-
celerating rate in many diverse application areas. To cope with this, new content-based im-
age retrieval techniques are clearly needed. During recent years, many resources has been
invested in this field. A few research and commercial systems exist but more research is
needed to develop sufficiently mature CBIR applications.

1.2. The scope and contributions of the thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to study existing technology and propose new techniques for
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content-based document image retrieval. In particular, the thesis proposes an information
model for document, database population and query techniques, and methods for image da-
tabase quality improvements. A system level approach is taken to explore end-to-end re-
quirements. Content-based retrieval techniques are new and complete systems are needed
in order to discover the real shortcomings. When that experience has been gained more fo-
cus can be set to the development of separate algorithms.

The following presents the contributions of this thesis:

• A framework for an intelligent document image retrieval (IDIR) system that can effi-
ciently manage content and structural queries.

• A set of graphical tools for dealing with query formulation and complex document
image retrieval is presented.

• A scene image retrieval system that uses the developed IDIR architecture. New image
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features and segmentation methods in the retrieval context and the use of query
frames are presented. They can be combined in a unique way in a graphical retrieval
interface to easily perform more complex queries.

• A novel approach for retrieving scene images in a document image based on the vis-
ual contents of a picture. More accurate retrieval results can be achieved by exploit-
ing image properties e.g. color, texture and shape, together with document properties
such as physical structure, logical structure or text content.

• A new technique for optimizing the quality of a database for content-based retrieval.
Research is focused on the effective use and optimization of available features for tar-
get application. An iterative testlooping technique is used to manipulate the image
feature profiles automatically to better match the target query scenarios.

• A new technique for automated control of document image quality. It analyses image
properties, detects typical image defects, selects appropriate filtering method(s) and
performs enhancement for the image.

• An object-based document model which specifies document attributes at the docu-
ment, page and zone levels, offering definitions especially suitable for the retrieval of
the document’s structure and content. The model is extended by presenting active
links between document components, which allow the use of new retrieval methods,
e.g. query by functionality and query by active properties.

• A search base reduction (SBR) technique that utilizes document object model and
image properties. SBR organizes the retrievable database population, speeding up the
query process. A functional search base reduction technique (FSBR) is an extension
to SBR that utilizes the functional active properties of multimedia documents in order
to further reduce the time in query processing.

The functionality and performance of retrieval methods and architecture are demonstrat-
ed using databases that consist of over a thousand document images and several hundred
scene images. The performance of the developed image database quality optimization tech-
nique is evaluated with a number of qualitative and quantitative experiments, with and
without improvement. The evaluation is performed with uncorrupted and degraded images
in different phases of the retrieval process: after preprocessing, after database population
and after final image retrieval. The results show that significant improvement in retrieval
accuracy can be achieved on degraded documents with simple automated optimization of
document image quality, parameters of feature extraction algorithms and feature profiles.

1.3. Summary of the publications - the role of the author

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces data models that were designed to
support document and image retrieval. Chapter 3 gives an overview of different approaches
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to document and image retrieval techniques. Chapter 4 describes the proposed database
quality optimization techniques and Chapter 5 concludes the thesis.

This thesis consists of eight publications, which can be grouped as follows. Papers I, II,
and III develop the general framework of “Intelligent document image retrieval” (IDIR)
and “Intelligent image retrieval” (IIR) systems, describing the underlying techniques and
architecture needed in this type of solutions. Paper IV describes the basic development
tools required in constructing a CBIR application. Paper V defines a document model that
offers efficient retrieval definitions of a document’s structure and content, and exposes them
to different query processes. The model is extended by presenting active links between con-
tent components. Papers VI, VII and VIII lay the foundations for database quality improve-
ments including automated defect control, attribute optimization, iterative test looping and
automated testing of document analysis algorithms.

Paper I introduces a general framework for a document image retrieval system which
can manage both content and structural queries. The framework consists of interface spec-
ifications, multipurpose feature extraction, an integrated query language, physical retrieval
from an object oriented database and the delivery of retrieved objects.

Paper II presents an extension of the IDIR system. A scene image retrieval system is de-
scribed that uses the same architecture as IDIR. New graphical image features and segmen-
tation methods are used in the retrieval context, including the use of image frames. They
are combined in a unique way with color, texture, shape and localization information, and
constructed with a special data abstraction in a graphical query interface.

Paper III proposes an approach for querying document image databases and presents a
set of graphical tools for dealing with query formulation and complex document image re-
trieval issues in the IDIR architecture. An object-based document model is presented which
specifies document attributes at the document, page and zone levels. The model offers ef-
ficient retrieval definitions that are extracted from the document’s structure and content.
Document similarity is discussed in the scope of querying document databases by object
similarity.

Paper IV presents an environment which facilitates the development of new CBIR ap-
plications. The framework provides tools for fast and easy implementation of prototype
systems and enables testing of performance and usability in a visual programming environ-
ment. The atomic and generic nature of the implemented tools contributes to their reusabil-
ity, reducing the work needed in application development.

Paper V presents the concept of active documents. The paper describes a model for doc-
ument structure, semantic definitions and active links between document objects. Existing
document models, such as HTML and MHEG, are designed to present documents and their
layout. The benefits of these models in retrieval usage are limited because they do not mod-
el the content or semantics of the document. The concept of active documents allows novel
query methods such as retrieval by functionality. In addition, the properties of active links
can be used to speed up query processing.

Paper VI introduces an approach for automated optimization of grey-scale document
image quality. A set of simple local and global image features are calculated from the doc-
ument image to analyze grey-scale image properties and possible degree and type of impu-
rities. A neural network classifier is used to reveal the degradation. The classifier is trained
with sets of document images containing various impurities. The classification guides the
soft control technique that is used to select the appropriate filter and its parametrization to
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remove the detected degradations. The results show that a significant enhancement can be
reached on impure documents. This is useful in systems particularly dealing with mass doc-
ument management, where errors are usually repetitive.

Paper VII presents techniques for optimization of document image database populations
and query processing by emphasizing functional requirements of the target application.
These requirements determine the database content modeling, degradation analysis, image
filtering, database population quality analysis and population organization as document ob-
jects. When the images and their attributes populate a database, their feature profiles are
manipulated automatically to better match the target query scenarios. The developed tech-
niques automatically enhance and optimize the desired image properties. In retrieval opti-
mization a document model for population content relation description within the image
retrieval system is proposed. Experimental results show that clear improvements can be
achieved with simple automated optimization of target domain image parameters, feature
profiles, document modeling, and seamless query processing adaptation into structural and
content-based retrieval.

Paper VIII presents an approach to automating and managing the testing process for de-
veloping document analysis and understanding algorithms, and to aid the image feature ex-
traction process. A distributed test environment is proposed to ensure visibility,
repeatability, scalability and consistency during and between testing sessions. The testing
issues are presented in different entities and levels; test project construction, test scope, vis-
ibility, result analysis and management. The distributed test environment and especially the
proposed iterative testlooping technique are utilized in this thesis for database quality im-
provements.

In Paper I, the author participated in the design of the retrieval architecture and imple-
mented the query engine, database connections and user interfaces for the developed sys-
tem. Professor Sauvola was responsible for developing the key principles of the
architecture. Dr. Doermann and Mr. Shin were responsible for research on the query lan-
guage and similarity measures. The paper was mainly written by Professor Sauvola and Dr.
Doermann.

In Paper II, the author was responsible for the research, implementation and writing
while Professor Sauvola participated in research and writing of the paper. Professor Pie-
tikäinen and Dr. Doermann helped to polish the final version and participated in the re-
search discussion.

In Paper III, the author participated in the design of the query techniques, implemented
the graphical query tools and carried out object oriented database design. Professor Sauvola
was responsible of developing the key principles of query methods. Dr. Doermann and Mr.
Shin were responsible for research on document similarity issues and methods. Miss Koi-
vusaari helped in implementing and testing of the algorithms and techniques. The paper
was mainly written by Professor Sauvola and Dr. Doermann.

In Paper IV, the author was responsible for the research, implementation and writing of
the paper. Professor Pietikäinen helped polish the final version.

In Paper V, Professor Sauvola invented the idea and foundations for active documents.
The author was responsible for research on active document retrieval, performing experi-
ments and implemented the prototype system.

In Papers VI-VII, the author implemented the systems and experiments. The research
and the writing of the papers were done in collaboration with Professor Sauvola.
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Paper VIII, the author participated in the research and testing of the algorithms and tech-
niques. Professor Sauvola wrote the paper and was responsible for the research and design
of the DTM system. Dr. Doermann and Professor Pietikäinen helped polish the final ver-
sion and participated in the research discussion.



2. Information models for retrieval

2.1. Modeling of scene images

Content-based image retrieval relies heavily on the quality and presentation of retrievable
information in the database. Thus, the model that is used to describe the image content and
its semantics play a key role in carrying out efficient queries. An efficient data model
should offer a rich set of modeling constructs to capture the necessary information for
processing different query types, e.g. query by color, texture, shape, sketch, spatial con-
strains, objective attributes, subjective attributes, motion, text and other domain concepts.
Although recent progress in CBIR has been impressive, existing techniques for modeling
information content and its data representation are not comprehensive and not adequate to
perform domain-independent CBIR (Gudivada & Raghavan 1995).

CBIR systems have much in common with “conventional” databases, and need to be
designed through a consistent data model (Jain & Gupta 1996). The role of the model in
the conventional database systems is to provide the user with a textual or visual language
to express the properties of the objects that are to be stored and retrieved. In CBIR, the data
model assumes an additional role of specifying and computing different levels of abstrac-
tion from image data.

Jain & Gupta (1996) defined six properties that a sufficient data model should satisfy:
(1) the ability to access an image matrix completely or in partitions; (2) image features
should be able to be considered as independent entities and as related to the image; (3) the
image features should be arranged as a hierarchy so that more complex features can be
constructed out of the simpler ones; (4) there should be several alternative methods to de-
rive specific semantic features from image features; (5) the data model should support spa-
tial data and file structures whose spatial parameters are associated with images and their
features; (6) in the case of complex image regions, the image features should be represent-
ed as a sequence of nested or recursively defined entities.

Jain & Gupta organized the general data model using four different layers: the repre-
sentation layer, image object layer, domain object layer and domain event layer (Fig. 3).
The representation layer contains an image matrix and any transformation that is obtained
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from an alternative but complete representation of an image. The image object layer con-
tains segmentation information and visual features computed from the image matrix. The
domain layer comprises user defined information that represent physical objects or con-
cepts that can be translated in terms of one or more features in the lower layers. The domain
event layer allows “events” computed from image sequences or videos to be defined as
queriable entities.

Rui et al. (1998) proposed an interactive approach to CBIR. Their approach allows the
user to submit a coarse initial query and continuously refine the information needed via so
called “relevance feedback”. During the retrieval process, the high level query specifica-
tion, and the subjectivity of perception are captured and dynamically updated using weights
that are based on the user’s relevance feedback. In their model, an image objectO is repre-
sented as:

(1)

where D denotes raw image data,  is a set of low-level visual features associated
with an image object (e.g. color, texture, and shape),  is a set of representations
for a given feature  (e.g. color histogram and color moments are representations for a
color feature). Each representation  may embed a vector that consists of multiple com-
ponents, i.e.

(2)

where K is the length of the vector.
Instead of a single representation and fixed weights, the proposed model supports mul-

tiple representations with dynamically updated weights to accommodate for the content of
image objects. Different weights (Wi, Wij , andWijk) are associated with featuresfi, repre-
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Fig. 3. Layered data model for the representation of image information entities.
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sentationsrij , and componentsrijk respectively. The goal of relevance feedback is to find
the appropriate weights that model the user’s query profile. QueryQ uses the same model
as image objects, since it reflects an image object by nature. Then, an image object model,
together with a set of similarity measures , specifies the full CBIR model (D,
F, R, M). The similarity measures are used to determine how similar or dissimilar two ob-
jects in the same entity model are. Different measures may be used for feature representa-
tion. For example, Euclidean distance is used to compare vector-based representations
while Histogram Intersection (Swain & Ballard 1991) is used to compare color histogram
representations. It is shown in Fig. 4 that the necessary information in a query flows up,
while the content of objects flows down. They meet at the dashed line, where the similarity
measures are applied to compute the similarity between the objects and the query.

Meghini (1996) presented a logical image model that offers three-level image represen-
tation: (a) an abstract representation of the visual appearance of an image; (b) a semantic
data modeling styled representation of the image content; (c) a functional representation of
the association between portions of the image form and content objects. These image rep-
resentations are queried via a specialized language that spans along four dimensions: visu-
al, spatial, mapping and content.

In our approach, the scene image is modeled as a part of the document model. Fig. 5 de-
picts the different levels of abstraction for a scene image. Primitive features such as color
and texture are extracted from the image data and represent the lowest abstraction level. At
the next level of abstraction, primitive features are combined to composite features and ob-
jects. General image characteristics are expressed using local composite objects and local
or global composite features. Our document model approach is presented in Section 2.3.

2.2. Modeling of document images

While more documents are being published on-line, the use of paper based documents is
still growing (Dong et al. 1997). With the proliferation of computer printers and computer
based faxes, the paper-less office remains an elusive goal. To incorporate the paper rela-
tively seamlessly into an electronic transmission medium, methods are needed to capture

M mij{ }=

Fig. 4. The retrieval process in the Rui’s CBIR model.
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the contents of document images and to characterise their physical and logical features. Ef-
ficient document analysis and understanding methods, and an expressive document model
aid the conversion of paper documents into an electronic and retrievable form. However,
documents have undergone major changes in the past years. Today, a document can also
be a multimedia entity consisting of several media components such as text, image, video
and audio. This development sets new requirements on document models.

Unlike scene images that have no generic structure, document images do have, at least
partially, a structure and semantics. Low-level properties can be used to characterize scene
images whereas structural information can be used to characterize document images. The
most frequently used low-level features are color, texture and shape. Structural information
can be extracted from geometric groupings such as graphic logos, characters, lines, blocks
and columns. A document does not only possess a concrete two-dimensional image but also
a conceptual structure which corresponds to human thinking (Tang and Suen 1994). The
process of publishing or writing corresponds to the encoding of a conceptual structure into
a concrete structure. Because a large part of information content is included in the actual
layout and in the structural presentation of document images, a great deal of the retrieval
can be accomplished using that information (Sauvola 1997). Additionally, the query
processing is speeded up significantly when more time consuming content-based retrieval
is reduced to a minimum. Fig. 6 depicts the concept of exploiting semantic and physical
information in retrieval. The complexity of “Query1” is much less than that of “Query2”
which is not based on semantic or physical description but on the content and meta infor-
mation of the raw image data. For example, if Query1 is based ona priori analysed layout
information and, Query2 is based on pixel level content which has not been extracted be-
forehand; the complexity of Query1 is proportional to the number of pages in a database,
whereas the complexity of Query 2 is proportional to the number of pages multiplied by the
number of image pixels. Previously, only textual content was used in retrieval process. Cur-
rently we are able to utilize structural information in retrieval because documents are often
in a format that makes it possible.

Several approaches have been proposed for the representation of document structure
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Fig. 5. Scene image model as a part of the document model.
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(see for example the surveys of Tanget al. 1994 and 1996). However, the construction of
a generic document model has turned out to be a difficult task, and the decomposition is
often performed manually. Generally, the analysis consists of elaboration of three comple-
mentary descriptions for a given document: physical structure, logical structure and content
(Tayeb-Bey et al. 1998).

Physical structure describes a document’s organization and layout in terms of objects
(typographically homogeneous regions) and the relationship between these objects (hierar-
chical decomposition, absolute and relative positions on the page). The logical structure de-
composes a document into information entities characterized by the role they play in the
document (e.g. title, body text, picture, caption and footer). It also specifies the syntactic
and semantic relationships between these entities and maps the physical structure to a log-
ical one. The content of the document can be represented for example in the form of text,
graphics, images, mathematical equations or tables. From a retrieval point of view, a sound
document model enables efficient access to a document’s physical, logical and content in-
formation.

The basic formal model of a document is defined by Tang and Suen (1994). They spec-
ify a document structure  by a quintuple as,

(3)

such that

(4)
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Fig. 6. Document query with and without physical and semantic description.
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where  is a finite set of document objects which are sets of blocks .
Each repeated subdivision is noted by , since an object may be subdivided into sev-
eral subobjects. A finite set of linking factors is marked by . The leading linking is ,
and  stands for the repetition linking. Parameter  is a finite set of logical linking func-
tions which indicate logical linking of the document objects. Finite sets of heading and end-
ing objects are marked with  and .

The presented formal model describes the structure of a document well but does not ad-
dress practical implementation of document analysis. A simple example of document
processing described by the model is illustrated in Fig. 7, where
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Several generic document models and methods have been proposed for diverse docu-
ment analysis purposes. Bippus & Märgner (1995) presented a hierarchical document
structure which divides the document into regions of different types that recursively en-
close smaller regions until basic regions (objects) are reached. At each level of the hierar-
chy the regions may be assigned to logical classes, for instance on the top level the
document may be divided into text and non-text blocks, the non-text blocks being either
images or graphical drawings. The implemented data structure enables three different ac-
cess types to documents entities: top-down access to regions and sub-regions belonging to
them; bottom-up access to objects of a particular class and their grouping into regions on
higher levels; and non-hierarchical, class specific access to all objects of a specific class.
Fig. 8 acts as an example of a principal data structure that models the document hierarchy
for two different levels. On the one hand, it contains the physical document hierarchy as
shown by thin lines connecting parent regions with corresponding child regions enclosed
within them. On the other hand, it models the logical structure of the document type by
gathering regions belonging to the same class in larger structures indicated by large boxes
and their connections.

Baird & Ittner (1995) presented a physical document model for bi-level document im-
ages. The model consists of (hierarchical) nested components forming a chain, for example
(1) document, (2) page, (3) block, (4a) text line, (4b) image, (5a) word, (5b) connected
component, (6a) character (symbol), (6b) run, (7a) class + confidence score and (7b) pixel.
The plain number stands for a common parent for all their children, and a and b stand for
textual areas and images, respectively.

Jain & Yu (1997) implemented a top-down document model for technical journal papers
(Fig. 9). The model is generated using a bottom-up approach which groups pixels into
Block Adjacency Graph (BAG) nodes. A BAG groups nodes into blocks of connected com-
ponents and horizontal and vertical lines, connected components into generalized text lines
(GTLs) and GTLs into region blocks. They define a typical technical journal pageP to con-
sist of text regionsX, non-text regions including tablesT, halftone imagesI, drawingsD,
and rulersR including horizontal rulersH and vertical rulersV. The page is represented
with the notation ofP = (X,T,I,D,R). A text region and image region have the same logical

Document

Text blocks Image blocks

Machine-printed text lines

Machine-printed words

Handwritten text lines

Machine-printed characters

Fig. 8. A hierarchical document structure.
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elements and are hierarchically defined asXi = {tj} and Ii = {tj}, wheretj = {ck} is a gener-
alized text line consisting of a set of connected components horizontally close to each other.
A connected componentck = {nl} is a set of connected BAG nodes. A table region and a
drawing region have the same logical elements and are defined asTi = ({tj}, { lk}) andDi =
({ tj}, { lk}), wherelk = {nl} represents a horizontal or vertical line consisting of a set of con-
nected BAG nodes. A ruler that is either horizontal or vertical, consists of a set of connected
components, i.e,Hi = {cj} andVi = {cj}. The proposed model represents the content, phys-
ical structure and logical classes (text, table, image, drawing and ruler) of the document.
Additionally it enables the access of entities at different abstraction levels, fulfilling the ba-
sic requirements of a good document model for retrieval usage.

Lin et al. (1997) proposed a logical structure analysis method for books. They assumed
that a table of contents for a book generally involves very concise and faithful information
about the logical structure of the entire book. First, the contents page is analyzed to acquire
the overall logical structure. This information is used to model the logical structure of the
pages by analyzing consecutive pages of a portion of the book. They reported high discrim-
ination rates: up to 97.6% for the headline structure, 99.4% for the text structure, 97.8% for
the page number structure and almost 100% for the head-foot structure.

Various document models have been proposed for forms. Recently, Duyguluet al.
(1998) developed a hierarchical structure to represent the logical layout of a form. A heu-
ristic algorithm transforms geometric structure into a logical structure by using horizontal
and vertical lines which exist in the form. The logical structure is presented by a hierarchi-
cal tree, and is similar to the human point of view for the form structure. Other models for
forms are presented for example in (Watanabe et al. 1995, Mao et al. 1996).

Few document models are proposed especially for retrieval usage. In the DocBrowse
document image retrieval system (Bruce et al. 1997), the document data is stored in an ob-
ject-relational database management system (ORDBMS). Adocument is defined as a col-
lection ofdocument pages which are in turn composed intozones. At the coarsest level, the
page can be composed intoheader, footer andlive matter zones. At the finest level of gran-
ularity each character on the page can be considered as a zone. At the intermediate level of
granularity, each paragraph or body of text which is distinctly separated from adjoining
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bodies of text or figures can be referred to as a zone. Zones can represent two types: text
and non-text (or graphics zones). A graphic zone contains information such as figures, line
drawings, half-tones or bitmaps such as logos. Each document, document page and zone
can be associated with one or more tags in the form of attribute-value pairs. Specifically in
the case of a document page, these tags could contain the scanned bitmap of a page, the type
of document, scan resolution and OCR’d text. In the case of a zone, the tags could include
a processed bitmap of the zone or the features extracted from the zone which could be used
for zone classification or classifier construction. The document model of DocBrowse sup-
ports three basic types of query terms: text/keywords, tags, and bitmap images. Text query
is based on the OCR’d text while the tag query is based on the attribute-value pairs. In query
by bitmap image, the user selects a graphical zone and searches for similar graphical re-
gions.

Table 1 briefly summarizes the original use and elements of the document models de-
scribed in this chapter. The supported document element types give insight to the queriable
entities in retrieval usage.

Table 1. Comparison of document models.

Author Use Document elements

Tanget
al.

Formal modeling of geo-
metric and logical structure

Blocks, subblocks and linking functions

Bippus &
Märgner

Document analysis Document, text block, machine-printed
text line, word, character, image block
and handwritten text line

Baird &
Ittner

Physical modeling of binary
images

Document, page, block, text line, image,
word, connected component, character
symbol, run and pixel

Jain & Yu Modeling of technical jour-
nal papers

Page, text region, table, halftone image,
drawing, ruler, region block, text line,
horizontal and vertical lines, connected
component, BAG node

Lin et al. Logical structure analysis
for books

Headline, text, page number, header and
footer

Duygulu
et al.

Logical layout of forms Horizontal and vertical lines

Bruceet
al.

Document image retrieval Page, text zone, non-text zone, header,
footer, figure, line drawing, half-tone and
bitmap
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2.3. Our approach

Our approach includes the representations for a document’s physical and logical char-
acteristics, and a generic model for a document’s structure and semantic content (Sauvola
1997, Paper III). We define six levels of physical and logical characteristics in a document
(see also Fig. 10):
1. Pixel; the smallest atomic unit of document image containing grey-scale or color infor-

mation.
2. Group of similar pixels, e.g. a connected component; different similarity evaluations

are used to link or group the pixels into pre-symbolic/symbolic units.
3. Attached groups of similar pixels; the similarity based on physical and/or logical rela-

tions between sets of similar pixels forming blocks or regions.
4. Intra-block arrangement of attached groups of similar pixels; the internal region layout

structure, characters, words, sentences and graphic properties.
5. Page-level arrangement of regions; physical (spatial) and logical dependencies and

arrangement of components on a page.
6. Document-level inter-relations; multipage document arrangements, physical and logi-

cal dependencies and continuities.

Using these representation levels and a tree hierarchy, the physical and logical charac-
teristics of the document can be represented and stored as an object-oriented document
model (Paper III). To model the document’s structure and semantic content, we use an ob-
ject-oriented approach. In general, object-oriented technology can enhance application de-
velopment by introducing new data modeling capabilities and programming techniques
(Rao 1994). They organize code into objects which incorporate both data and procedures,
and provide natural retrieval and query mechanisms. One of the most important properties
of object-oriented database organization is the support for user-defined abstract data types,
where complex (aggregated) objects are formed from simpler ones by inheritance. This ap-
proach is suitable for document images, since documents comprise several subcomponents
at different abstraction levels.

In our model, the document objects are organized using the inheritance hierarchy and
objects, such as document, page, composite and basic zones (Fig. 11). The corresponding
document or component specific data is encapsulated into the hierarchy with defined prop-
erties and relations to other objects. For example, zone data, such aszone_id, zone_type and
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font_type are encapsulated in their own specific zone class, whose attributes and relations
are defined for the page object and other zones in the object aggregation hierarchy. The data
can then be accessed using the hierarchy and the relations of the document structure model.
The document model presented is designed to support not only conventional document
structure and content, but also a document query formation approach, so that query can be
specified at different document abstraction and content levels.

In Paper V, we propose a new technique that generalizes our document model to multi-
media documents. In the extended model, document contents and their interrelations are
combined to emphasize the functionality of retrieval and contribute to a new level of doc-
ument description. This so called “active document” model provides precise inheritance of
other document models whose properties can be embedded as characteristics in active doc-
ument objects.

In the active document model, each object maintains a static and functional description
of its content including layout, semantic description, data presentation, attributes of media,
and interrelations to other objects or links. Each object can have a relation of a functional
nature, i.e. implement an attribute, trigger, function or additional description of following
objects in the inheritance hierarchy. Fig. 12 depicts the model and properties of active doc-
ument.

The active document model provides several new abstractions. Since active objects are
located before document data objects, its access is faster than accessing data directly. It in-
herits descriptive properties in a compact form from the entire hierarchy underneath. The
active attributes are programmable, and therefore can provide concise information on the
document object properties. This offers a speed up for tasks such as query processing and
contributes to a more precise content-based search and processing of multimedia document
objects.

The active document model offers several benefits for traditional content-based retrieval
methods. The presentation index to media objects and the rich description of object rela-
tions can be applied in an efficient conceptual query such as query by example to contain
semantic or similarity criterion. The relationships offered by the model, as well as employ-
ment of new query types such as query by functionality and query by active properties, im-

Fig. 11. Document object model (a) and example of hierarchy (b).
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prove the performance of the retrieval system. This is because the active objects and the
hierarchical model that support natural presentation structure enable knowledge-based re-
duction of the document search base. Thus, significant improvement in recall rates and fast-
er response times can be achieved.

2.4. Discussion

A scene image data model should be able to specify and compute different levels of abstrac-
tion from image data. Existing models perform well at low abstraction levels. High level
semantic features are difficult to model because scene images have no generic structure.
Usually existing models do not try to support domain-independent semantic features. For
example the layered data model presented in (Jain & Gupta 1996) has a domain knowledge
layer on top of the domain independent low level layers.

A good data model should also facilitate the retrieval process at various levels such as
allowing the use of different similarity measures, ranking methods, feature presentations
and enable user feedback. There are only a small number of approaches that can accommo-
date this. The approach presented in (Rui et al. 1998) is flexible enough to allow the user
to submit a coarse initial query and continuously refine the information needed via “rele-
vance feedback”.

A document image model should aid in the conversion of paper documents to an elec-
tronic and retrievable form and enable efficient access to a document’s physical, logical
and content information. Formal models which well describe the structure of a document
do exist, but many of them are difficult to construct using document analysis algorithms.
Actually, the construction of a generic document model has turned out to be such a difficult
task that the decomposition is often performed manually.

Fig. 12. Model and properties of active document.
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Many generic document models have been proposed but only a few of them were orig-
inally developed for retrieval purposes. Usually generic models describe the content of the
document but lack support for easy access of different levels of abstraction and support
only basic query types (e.g. retrieval by OCR’d text and fixed attribute). The model pre-
sented in (Bruce et al. 1997) is proposed specially for retrieval usage. It addition to conven-
tional queries, it supports retrieval of bitmap images, e.g. retrieval of similar graphical
zones or signatures.

In our model, the scene image is modeled as a part of the document model. The docu-
ment objects are organized using inheritance hierarchy and objects of different abstraction
levels which enable access to the documents through their physical, logical and content in-
formation. Our model is advantageous due to the support of several query types such as
conventional document queries, query by page layout and query by properties of scene im-
age zones. The extended active document model has properties that are beneficial in re-
trieval. Active links and their properties enable faster access to object properties and reduce
the amount of data that has to be processed during query execution.



3. Image retrieval systems

3.1. Content-based retrieval

Understanding the content of an image is a difficult task for a computer. If we could write
a program to extract semantically relevant text phrases from images, the problem of CBIR
could be solved by using currently available text-search technology. Unfortunately, in an
unconstrained environment, the task of exactly describing the image is beyond the reach of
current technology. Perceptual organization, the process of grouping image features into
meaningful objects and attaching semantic descriptions to scenes through model matching
is an unsolved problem. Humans are much better than computers at extracting semantic de-
scriptions from pictures. Computers, however, are better than humans at measuring exact
properties and retaining them in long-term memory. In addition, computers can perform
calculations much faster than humans. It is reasonable to let computers do what they can do
best (quantifiable measurement) and let humans do what they do best (attaching semantic
meaning). A retrieval system can find “fish-shaped objects”, since shape is a measurable
property that can be extracted and recognized numerically. However, since fish occur in
many shapes, the only fish that will be found will have a shape close to the drawn shape.
This is not the same as the much harder semantic query of finding all the pictures of fish in
a pictorial database. (Flickner et al. 1995)

The traditional approach to content-based image retrieval has been to model the image
as a set of attributes (meta-data) extracted manually and managed within a conventional da-
tabase-management system. This approach is called attribute-based retrieval, because que-
ries can be specified using only these manually extracted attributes. Another approach is to
use an integrated feature extraction/object-recognition subsystem which automates the fea-
ture-extraction and object-recognition task in the database population phase. However, au-
tomated approaches to object recognition are computationally expensive and difficult, and
tend to be domain specific. Recent CBIR research recognizes the need for synergy between
these two approaches. Ideas from diverse research areas such as knowledge-based systems,
cognitive science, artificial intelligence, user modeling, computer graphics, image process-
ing, pattern recognition, database management systems and information retrieval are need-
ed. This confluence of ideas has culminated in the introduction of novel image
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representation and data models, efficient and robust query-processing algorithms, intelli-
gent query interfaces, and domain independent system architectures. (Gudivada & Ragha-
van 1995)

Retrieving documents according to their content is a problem that has been addressed by
the information retrieval community for many years. Significant progress has been made
but it has been assumed that the systems would deal exclusively with clean and accurate
data, or with data where presumptions can be made. Only recently, some techniques have
been developed to deal with noisy information such as text transcribed from speech or text
recognized from document images. The general consensus has been that with sufficient
computational resources, the text in document images could be recognized and converted
so that standard retrieval techniques could be utilized. For certain domains this is true, but
in general, the lack of structure in recognized or converted documents, combined with the
often substandard accuracy of the conversion process, makes converted documents diffi-
cult to index (Doermann 1998). Nevertheless, many of the lessons learned from classical
IR will influence content-based image IR as the field matures.

3.2. Scene image retrieval

CBIR systems have been the subject of very active research and they have already received
some maturity. However, several problems and shortcoming are typical for current ap-
proaches: no efficient indexing schemes for managing large databases exist, sufficient ro-
bust or generic image segmentation methods are not available, the similarity metrics used
do not always correspond to human perception, and database population is performed sub-
optimally in many applications. In general, formalization of the whole paradigm of CBIR
to bring it to a sufficient level of consistency and integrity is essential to the success of the
field (Aigrain et al. 1996). Without this formalism it will be hard to develop sufficiently
reliable and mission critical applications that are easy to program and evaluate.

Retrieving images based on content is available in a handful of specialized systems. Ex-
amples of public domain research are QBIC (Flickner et al. 1995), Photobook (Pentland et
al. 1994, Pentland et al. 1996) and VisualSEEk (Smith & Chang 1997a). Three commercial
systems are the Ultimedia manager from IBM (Ultimedia Manager 1998), Virage search
engine from Virage (Bach et al. 1996) and Excalibur EFS from Excalibur (Excalibur 1998).

VisualSEEk is an image database manipulation system that provides tools for searching,
browsing and retrieving images (Smith & Chang 1997a). It differs from earlier CBIR sys-
tems in that the user may query for images using both the spatial layout and visual proper-
ties of each region. Further, the image analysis for region extraction is fully automated. The
user can graphically create joint color/spatial queries using the tool illustrated in Fig. 13.
When defining a query the user sketches the regions, positions them on the query grid and
assigns properties for color, size and absolute location. In VisualSEEk, tools for defining
color, texture and shape are similar to other CBIR systems. Color is selected from a color
palette, texture is selected from a texture collection and shape can be drawn by a mouse.
Possible similarity metrics are global color, color regions, global texture, and joint color
and texture. Global color or texture corresponds to the overall distribution of color or tex-
ture within the entire scene. Regional color corresponds to spatially localized colored re-
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gions within the scenes. Joint color and texture measure uses both global color and global
texture properties. These similarity metrics are quite typical, except for the new color re-
gion metric which enables the use of spatial queries.

The Query By Image Content (QBIC) system supports access to imagery collections on
the basis of visual properties such as color, shape texture and sketches (Flickner et al.
1995). In QBIC, query facilities for specifying color parameters, drawing desired shapes,
or selecting textures replace the traditional keyword query found in text retrieval or the
structured query found in databases. The overall architecture of the system is shown in Fig.
14. Although QBIC is one of the oldest CBIR systems, similar principles can still be found
in most solutions today. The architecture can be divided into two parts: database population
and query. The purpose of the database population is to extract and store relevant informa-
tion from images into a database. Database population is computationally intensive, and is
therefore usually performed in an off-line fashion. The purpose of the query construction
is to enable the user to compose queries and retrieve corresponding images from the data-
base. This part can be performed on-line and has to be fast enough in order to be interactive.

Fig. 13. Graphical user interface of the VisualSEEk system.
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3.2.1   Scene image database population

Populating the database is a critical part of any CBIR system. As we can see from Fig. 14,
the database is central element of the system containing meta information that can be uti-
lized in the content-based retrieval. If database population fails and the extracted image fea-
tures do not describe image content properly, the query won’t find correct images,
regardless of the performance of query engine.

The first step in the database population is the object identification which can be manual,
automatic or semiautomatic. Some systems do not perform object identification and conse-
quently visual features are extracted only for the whole images. In manual object identifi-
cation, each image is examined and all significant objects existing in the image are
identified by a human. In the case of large image archives, the manual object identification
process is extremely time consuming and tedious.

Automatic object identification is performed using an algorithm designed to segment the
image into homogeneous regions. Segmentation is a well-known image processing prob-
lem and still under very active research (Haralick & Shapiro 1985). Several segmentation
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algorithms have been proposed to be used in an image retrieval context. General purpose
segmentation algorithms which were originally designed for other pattern recognition tasks
are exploited for example in Paper II (Ojala & Pietikäinen 1996, Tabb & Ahuja 1994). Sev-
eral segmentation algorithms exist that are designed especially for image retrieval. For ex-
ample, Smith & Chang (1996a) used the back-projection of binary color sets to extract
color regions from images. Siebert (1998) proposed an algorithm called Perceptual Region
Growing that combines region growing, edge detection, and perceptual organization prin-
ciples. Decision thresholds and quality measures are directly derived from the image data,
based on image statistics. Williams & Alder (1998) used low level features, such as inten-
sity, color and texture, to measure local homogeneity. Through iterative modeling a seed
and grow style algorithm was used to locate each image segment. They reported 50-55%
classification rates which is a “typical” result achieved in segmentation of natural images
today. Four examples of segmentation results are shown in Fig. 15.

To improve the accuracy of the segmentation results, restrictions and assumptions can
be made at the cost of generality. Instead of trying to find all image regions, only the pre-
defined object classes are identified. Campbellet al. (1997) presented a method which al-
lows objects from 11 generic classes (vegetation, buildings, vehicles, roads, etc.) to be
identified automatically. The method uses a feature set based, in part, on psychophysical
principles and includes measures of color, texture and shape. Utilizing a trained neural net-
work classifier 82.9% of the regions and 91.1% of the image area were correctly labelled.
A few techniques have been presented to locate human faces in photographs (Govindaraju
1996, Gutta & Wechsler 1997). Flecket al. (1996) demonstrated a retrieval technique that
is able to query naked people. They reported 60% precision and 52% recall on a test set of
138 uncontrolled images comprising naked people, mostly obtained from the Internet, and
1401 assorted control images, drawn from a wide collection of sources.

The problem with existing automatic segmentation or object identification algorithms is
that their accuracy is insufficient, segmentation results are ambiguous, or algorithms are
limited, e.g. they are application dependent. Typically, shading, shadows, highlights and
noise cause problems. In general, automatic object identification algorithms work well for
a restricted class of images when foreground objects lie on a separable background. In
CBIR, as well as in machine vision, the correct segmentation result always depends on ap-
plication, e.g. are we searching for “human faces”, “naked people” or “buildings”. Thus,
diverse segmentation algorithms and parametrizations are required for different applica-
tions and image categories.

In semiautomatic object identification solutions, segmentation algorithms are utilized
for preliminary object identification and the result is completed manually. Several algo-
rithms are proposed in the literature; the QBIC system uses an enhanced flood-fill algo-
rithm (Ashley et al. 1995), which starts from a single object pixel and repeatedly adds
adjacent pixels whose values are within some given threshold of the original pixel. The
threshold is calculated automatically by having the user click on the background as well as
on object points. The algorithm works well for uniform objects which are distinct from the
background. Another algorithm used in QBIC takes a user-drawn curve and automatically
aligns it with nearby image edges. The algorithm is based on the “snakes” concept finding
the curve that maximizes the image gradient magnitude along the curve (Ashley et al.
1995).

The second step of the database population is feature extraction. Current approaches to
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Fig. 15. Example segmentation results. Original images on the left and segmented images on
the right.
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CBIR differ in terms of image features, their level of abstraction, and the degree of domain
independence (Gudivada & Raghavan 1995). Primitive or low level image features such as
object centroids and boundaries can be extracted automatically or semi-automatically. Log-
ical features are abstract representations of images in various levels of detail. Some logical
features may be derived directly from primitive features whereas others can only be ob-
tained through considerable human involvement. There is a trade-off between the degree
of automation desired for feature extraction and the level of domain independence of the
system. In dynamic feature extraction, the system can dynamically compute the required
primitive features and synthesize the logical ones, both under the guidance of a domain ex-
pert. A CBIR system can have a reasonable degree of domain independence at the cost of
not having a completely automated system for feature extraction. In thisa priori feature ap-
proach, a set of image features is extracted, and the required logical features are derived
only when the image is inserted into a database.

Popular low level image features comprise color, texture, shape and position because
they are most natural for the user and can be represented effectively by a computer.

(1) Color: Color is probably the most important feature that humans connotate when
they specify image queries. Whether one intends to retrieve “people”, “flower” or “water”,
the color constructs the first basis by which the object can be queried from the database. In
addition, proper color measure can be partially reliable even in the presence of changes in
illumination, view angle, and scale. Global color of an image or local color of an image re-
gion can be described for example as an average color, a dominant color or a color distri-
bution. The histogram intersection method proposed by (Swain & Ballard 1991) and its
successors have performed well for large databases even in the presence of occlusion and
changes of viewpoint. In Papers II and IV, color distributions of images or image regions
were used in retrieval process. Usually, histograms are not computationally complex but
they are sensitive to different lighting conditions. Funt and Finlayson (1995) proposed im-
provements by storing illumination-independent color features. Their color-constancy al-
gorithm creates the derivate of the logarithm of the original image before the histogram
intersection. This way the ratio of neighboring pixels’ values stays constant even though
illumination is changed. Stricker and Orengo (1995) argued that moment-based color dis-
tribution features can be matched more robustly than color histograms. Smith & Chang
(1997) presented color sets as an efficient alternative to color histograms for representation
of color information. They proposed a color indexing algorithm that uses the back-projec-
tion of binary color sets to extract color regions from images. Their technique provides both
an automated extraction of regions and representation of color content. It overcomes some
of the problems with color histogram techniques such as high-dimensional feature vectors,
spatial localizations, indexing and distance computation.

(2) Texture: Texture is one of the basic image properties, whether natural or synthetic.
The use of texture classification has been a target of great interest in the retrieval commu-
nity (Manjunath & Ma 1996). Typical texture measures used in retrieval systems such as
QBIC are coarseness, contrast and directionality. Coarseness measures the scale of the tex-
ture (pebbles versus boulders), contrast describes its vividness, and directionality describes
whether it has a favored direction (like grass) or not (like a smooth object). In paper IV we
have used texture orientation in searching a database of vacation photos for likely “city/
suburb” shots. Simple but powerful spatial texture operators (Ojala 1997) are used in Pa-
pers II and IV. Smith & Chang (1994) showed that with relatively simple energy feature
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sets extracted from the wavelet and uniform subband decompositions, effective texture dis-
crimination can be performed. The authors (1996) reported excellent performance for bi-
nary texture feature vectors where features are produced by thresholding and
morphologically filtering image spatial/spatial-frequency (s/s-f) subbands. Texture is pre-
sented by a binary feature set in such a way that each element in the binary set indicates the
energy relative to the threshold in a corresponding s/s-f subband.

Good texture discrimination is not all needed in image retrieval but more important is
the perceptual similarity of textures (Liu & Picard 1996). Liu & Picard presented an image
model that is based on Wold decomposition of homogeneous random field. The three re-
sulting mutually orthogonal subfield have perceptual properties which can be described as
“periodicity”, “directionality”, and “randomness”, approximating what are indicated to be
the three most important dimensions of the human texture perception. Compared to two
other well-known texture models, namely, the invariant principal component analysis
(SPCA) and the multiscale simultaneous autoregressive (MSAR) (Picard & Kabir 1993,
Mao & Jain 1992), the Wold model appears to offer a perceptually more satisfying result
in the image retrieval experiments with images taken from Brodatz album (Brodatz 1996).
In general, several texture models work well for Brodatz images but not so well for ran-
domly picked natural scene images.

(3) Shape: Typical shape features used by CBIR systems such as QBIC are circularity,
eccentricity, major axis orientation and algebraic moment. Sometimes differences between
objects of the same type are due to changes in viewing geometry or they are due to physical
deformation: one object is for example a stretched, bent, tapered or dented version of the
other. To describe these deformations, therefore, it is reasonable to model the physics by
which real objects deform, and then to use that information to guide the matching process
(Pentland et al. 1994). This approach was used by Scarlof and Pentland (1993), who used
Finite Element Method (FEM) models of objects to align, compare, and describe objects
despite both rigid and non-rigid deformations. In general, most CBIR systems using shape-
based similarity assume that objects are simple, for example they are composed of only one
homogeneous part.

(4) Position: Spatial information is very useful when combined with other features. An
example query could be such as “find an image with a red round object in the middle of the
image and a green square object above it”. Stricker & Dimai (1997) improved the discrim-
ination power of the color indexing technique by encoding a minimal amount of spatial in-
formation in the index. Each image is tesselated with five partially overlapping, fuzzy
regions. In the index, for each region in an image, average color and the covariance matrix
of the color distribution are stored. Smith and Chang (1997) proposed a general framework
for integrated spatial (region absolute and relative locations, and size) and feature (visual
features, i.e. color, texture, shape) image search. They demonstrated that integrated spatial
and feature querying improves image search capabilities over previous CBIR methods.

3.2.2   Scene image query techniques

In addition to the set of features extracted from the image and used data models, the effec-
tiveness of a CBIR system depends largely on the types of queries, the similarity metrics
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and the indexing scheme used. In CBIR, the aim is to find the most resembling images from
the database. First the user defines what he or she is looking for using a query language or
graphical tools, then appropriate images are searched from the database and displayed to
the user using a query engine. The query scheme is depicted in Fig. 16 at an abstracted lev-
el. One of the most important problems in image retrieval is how to provide the user with
human friendly tools to specify qualitative queries (descriptions of an image), and to pro-
vide a formal syntax matching the image and analysis feature space without significant loss
of information (Paper II).

Diverse user interfaces are needed for different applications and users, like domain ex-
perts, and casual and native user. Many of the operations performed in query specifications
cannot be conveniently performed using traditional user interfaces (Jain 1997b). In addi-
tion, a query interface may be designed to guide users through the query-specification proc-
ess and to facilitate user-relevance feedback and incremental query formulation (Gudivada
& Raghavan 1995). Existing CBIR systems typically use approaches that are not very so-
phisticated. Usually they provide the user with simple graphical tools that can be used to
specify queries. The three most common query types are query by image example, query
by sketch and query by features. In query by example image, the user selects an example
image and defines what features are used on that image and how, and what is their weight
factor in the retrieval process. Query by sketch is a similar process but instead of selecting
an example, the user outlines the image. In query by features, the user directly defines val-
ues and weight factors for selected features (e.g. color and texture). Other possible query
types are, for example, query by spatial constrains, motion, text, objective attributes, sub-
jective attributes and domain specific concepts.

More sophisticated query techniques have been studied, for example, by Minka and
Picard (1996 and 1997). Their FourEyes system develops maps from visual features to se-
mantic classes through a process of learning from the user interaction. The FourEyes is a
semi-automated tool that provides a learning algorithm for selecting and combing group-
ings of the data, where groupings can be induced by highly specialized features. The selec-
tion process is guided by the positive and negative examples from the user. The inherent
combinatorial explosion of using multiple features is reduced by a multistage grouping
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Fig. 16. Query scheme.
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generation, weighting, and collection process. The benefit of FourEyes is that the user no
longer has to choose features or set the feature weight factors.

The results of queries are not usually based on perfect matches but on degrees of simi-
larity. In traditional databases, matching is a binary operation: every item either matches
the query or not (Santini & Jain 1997). In CBIR, when searching an image form database,
typically we do not have a specific target in mind: we use example images or some main
features and try to retrieve something similar to that. In a similarity search, images are or-
dered with respect to similarity with the query using a fixed similarity criterion. It is essen-
tial that all features have explicit comparison functions and that there are ways to combine
different features into perceptually meaningful results (Jain & Gupta 1996). Today, a sound
theoretical framework for similarity-based retrieval does not exist.

The most popular similarity metric used in current CBIR systems are based on weighted
Euclidean distance in the corresponding feature space (e.g. three dimensional RGB color,
three dimensional texture or 20 dimensional shape). These similarity functions are normal-
ized so that they can be meaningfully combined. Several distance measures have been used
for histograms. The histogram intersection method proposed by Swain & Ballard (1991) is
well known. Quadric form distance is used in QBIC (Niblack et al. 1993). The method
counts the perceptual distance between different pairs of colors and the difference in the
amounts of given color. In the VisualSEEk system (Smith & Chang 1997a) the histogram
quadratic distance is used for a color set. Because the color set approximates a color histo-
gram by thresholding it, the computational complexity of the quadratic distance function
can be reduced. In order to evaluate the impact of the loss of information in using color sets
instead of color histograms, the authors compared their performance in retrieving images
by global color content. The experiments showed that retrieval effectiveness degrades only
slightly using color sets. This indicates that the perceptually significant color information
is retained in the color sets. In Paper II, we have used a log-likelihood method based on a
G statistic as a similarity metric for color and texture histograms.

Despite the fact that there is no clear understanding of how computational shape simi-
larity corresponds to human shape similarity, the majority of CBIR systems allow users to
ask for objects similar in shape to a query object. Scassellatiet al. (1994) evaluated several
shape similarity measures on planar, connected, no-occluded binary shapes. Shape similar-
ity using algebraic moments, spline curve distance, cumulative turning angle, sign of cur-
vature and Hausdorff-distance were compared to human similarity judgements on twenty
test shapes against a large image database. The turning angle method seemed to provide the
best overall results. It was clearly the winner in five of the seven wins attributed to it, and
performed better than average in almost all other queries. There are many other algorithms
to choose from and many other parameters for these algorithms that should be evaluated.
However, such research is impossible without a standardized database of shapes and the re-
sults of psychophysical comparison experiments on that database.

The speed of query processing is a critical issue. Query response should come almost as
fast as in traditional information retrieval systems. This puts constraints on the complexity
of the features in CBIR systems containing large image collection, and stresses the need to
organize and index the features to facilitate searching and browsing. This means that dense
point-sets used by many computer vision algorithms are not very good candidate features,
because they increase the database size and the cost for total comparison can be high (Jain
& Gupta 1996). Indexing structural information in traditional databases is a well-under-
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stood problem, and structures like B-trees provide efficient access mechanisms (Flickner
et al. 1995). However, in similarity-based CBIR systems, traditional indexing schemes may
not be appropriate. For queries in which similarity is defined as a distance metric in high
dimensional feature spaces, indexing involves clustering and indexable representations of
the clusters. Another approach is to use computationally “fast” filters. Filters are applied to
all data and only items that pass through the filter are operated on the second stage, which
computes the actual similarity metric. Database indexing and filtering techniques are out of
the scope of this thesis. Efficient indexing and filtering schemes are presented for example
in (Alexandrov et al. 1995), (Zhang et al. 1995), (Berman & Shapiro 1998) and (Cha &
Chung 1998).

3.3. Document image retrieval

Several commercial systems have been developed for the management and analysis of doc-
ument images. These includes Capture (Adobe 1998), PageKeeper (Caere 1998bb) and
Visual Recall (Xerox 1998). These systems offer techniques for document management
and document analysis problems such as page segmentation and OCR. They can achieve
excellent performance in dealing with clean document images. Indexing the text extracted
by an OCR and retrieving documents based on textual content is a standard feature of these
systems. However, the performance is potentially impaired for highly degraded or very
noisy images. In addition, they do not enable querying document images based on graphical
content.

Very few public domain research systems have been developed for document image re-
trieval. DocBrowse (Bruce et al. 1997) is a software system for browsing, querying, and
analysing large numbers of document images using both textual and graphical content in
the presence of degradations. It incorporates the concept of “query by image example” to
support document retrieval based on selected target images. The primary research focus of
DocBrowse is on business letters. It supports four types of image queries: logos, handwrit-
ten signatures, entire pages, and words not identified by the OCR engine. The documents
may have been subject to degradations introduced by photocopying or FAX transmission.
When the documents are scanned using a binary image scanner, both color and half-toning
result in significant degradation. Handwritten signatures display additional variability since
people rarely sign their name in exactly the same way each time.

DocBrowse consists of three main components: 1) A browser and graphical user inter-
face (GUI) for visual querying and sifting through a large digital document image database,
2) Object-relational database managements system (ORDBMS) for storing, accessing, and
processing the data, and 3) DocLoad, an application which processes the raw document im-
ages through specialized document analysis software (OCR, page segmentation, and infor-
mation retrieval) and inserts this information into the database. The overall system
architecture for DocBrowse is displayed in Fig. 17.

The essence of DocBrowse is a visual browser and graphical user interface. The user
submits a query from the GUI without having to directly manipulate SQL code. A history
mechanism helps users navigate through a succession of queries, with support for iterative
query refinement and expansion. Fig. 18 shows the primary components of the DocBrowse
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GUI display. The GUI supports a visual programming interface and a textual query lan-
guage interface to compose queries, a visual browser to scan the results as thumbnail
sketches or on-line summaries, a document viewer which highlights search terms and sup-
ports query refinement through context sensitive mouse selections, and tools for organizing
the results of queries.

3.3.1   Document image database population

In order to perform retrieval on document images in terms of textual content and layout(s),
there must be a way to characterize the document content in a meaningful way (Doermann
1998). The most common approach to make a document retrievable is to fully convert the
document into an electronic form which can be automatically indexed. Unfortunately this
is not always possible and alternative or additional approaches are needed. Indexing of doc-
ument images can be done using textual features, image features and layout features (phys-
ical and semantic layout).

The problem of detecting proper nouns in document images has been studied in (De Sil-
va & Hull 1994). Because proper nouns tend to correspond to the names of people, places,
and specific objects they are valuable for indexing. De Silva and Hull segmented the doc-
ument image into words and attempted to filter proper nouns by examining the properties
of the word image and its relationship to its neighbours. Their study demonstrated that there
are features which are present in image-based representations which may not be available
in converted or electronic text.

A second approach which has its roots in traditional IR is so called keyword spotting. If

Fig. 17. Retrieval and modeling components of DocBrowse.
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key words can be identified in document images using only image properties, the extensive
computation during recognition can be avoided. Different approaches have been presented
for example in (Chen et al. 1993, Trenkle and Vogt 1993, and Spitz 1995). All these tech-
niques use word shape properties that can be stable across fonts, styles, and ranges of qual-
ity. In addition, they provide some level of robustness to noise. The potential of detecting
italic, bold and all-capital words without OCR in information retrieval has been shown by
Chaudhuri and Garain (1998). Their study reveals that detection of such words may play a
key role in automatic information retrieval from documents because important terms are of-
ten printed in italic, bold or all-capital letters.

A third approach is automated image-based abstracting. Automatic abstracting has re-
ceived a lot of attention, but not in the context of document images. Recently Chen &
Bloomber (1998) proposed a system for creating a summary indicating the content of an
imaged document. The system relies only on image processing and statistical techniques;
OCR is not performed. The summary is composed from selected regions (sentences, key
phrases, headings and figures) extracted from the imaged document. In experiments, the
summary sentences were evaluated by comparison with a professional abstract. The result
was that 23% of the summary sentences matched those in the professional summary. Re-
lated work is described by Doermanet al. (1997) who motivated the use of functional at-
tributes derived from a document’s physical properties to perform classification and to
facilitate browsing of document images.

Previous methods were aimed at characterizing, indexing and retrieving of textual im-
ages without conversion to OCR. Another important topic is the visual indexing of hetero-
geneous document collections based on physical layout and the logical (semantic) structure

Fig. 18. Graphical query formulation workspace of the DocBrowse.
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of the document. First, physical segmentation is performed to extract the principal compo-
nents of the page such as text, background and picture. Second, using the physical region
information, a logical structure analysis is performed. Each region is classified with a log-
ical or functional label derived from region class and a document model. For example, the
text class can be labeled as title, heading, author, abstract, body, page number and footnote.
Reading order and other semantic layout properties can be analysed from spatial relation-
ships. A number of techniques have been proposed for page decomposition and logical
analysis, for example (Tang and Suen 1994 and Tang et al. 1996). An example of a physical
and logical structure extraction process is presented in Fig. 19 (Sauvola 1997).

Several examples of structural indexing can be found in the literature. Herrmann and
Schlageter (1993) used traditional document analysis techniques to populate a relational
database and proposed a layout editor to form queries. Takasuet al. (1994) presented a
method for constructing an electronic library database from table-of-contents images. The
method combines decision tree classification based on physical features of segmented
blocks and syntactic analysis based on spatial relationships of blocks. Bruceet al. (1997)
presented a system which is oriented toward mixed mode documents consisting of both ma-
chine readable text and graphics such as half-tones, logos or handwriting. The system al-
lows “query by image example” type of retrieval, which enables users to retrieve
documents based on regions of the image that would not ordinary be readable by an OCR.
The system provides tools for visually constructing queries and browsing the results. In ad-
dition, a mechanism for iterative query refinement and expansion was presented.

Texture features have been researched for document retrieval purposes. Cullenet al.
(1997) used texture to retrieve and browse images stored in a large database. Their ap-
proach used texture features based on the distribution of feature points extracted using the
Moravec operator. In Paper I, we used a set of low-level global features including texture
orientation, gray-level difference histograms and color features for retrieval. These features
did not perform well alone, but together with document analysis features, accurate retrieval
results are achieved.

Recently, some attempts have been made to categorize and classify document images.

Fig. 19. An example of physical layout and logical structure extraction.
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In (Soffer 1997) a method for finding images matching the category as a given query image
using texture features is presented. Soffer assumed that images in a database can be divided
into well defined categories, and that the goal is to find other images from the same cate-
gory as the query image. Images are categorized using a new texture feature termed an N x
M -gram that is based on the N-gram technique commonly used for determining similarity
of text documents. The method codes each image as a set of small feature vectors and uses
a histogram of vectors to match against a database. The test results showed that the pro-
posed texture feature was able to categorize document images such as music notes, and
English and Hebrew writing efficiently.

In (Maderlechner et al. 1997) a system which classifies a large variety of office docu-
ments according to layout form and textual content is proposed. The system has been ap-
plied to tasks such as presorting of forms, reports and letters, and index extraction for
archiving and retrieval. Coarse classification of documents by their layout structure is
based on a segmentation into text and non-text blocks using features derived from run-
length code and connected components. A generic document classifier that is trained with
features obtained from geometric arrangement of document entities on the page discrimi-
nates journal pages from business letters. The finer step for business letters is the specific
layout classification using quantitative features from layout segmentation like positions
and size of preprinted blocks. To resolve ambiguities, a module for classification of logos
in letters is developed. In general, categorization and classification techniques may be use-
ful for a first-pass filtering of the database.

3.3.2   Document image query techniques

Many of the issues discussed in scene image query techniques are also valid for document
image retrieval. This puts constraints on the complexity of the similarity measure in docu-
ment image retrieval systems containing a large image collection, and stresses the need to
organize and index the document properties and attributes to facilitate searching and
browsing. In addition, diverse user interfaces and query methods are needed for different
applications and users.

The results of document queries may be based both on perfect match and on degrees of
similarity. The three most common query types are query by image example, query by doc-
ument layout and query by document attributes such as author, title, publisher and publish-
ing date. Query by document attributes differs in that it is usually based on perfect or near
perfect textual match when others are based on similarity. An example query by document
attribute could be: find all documents written by “Oliver Monga” having title “3D face
model”.

Although rare document image retrieval systems exist some similarity metrics for query
by image example and query by layout are presented in the literature. The DocBrowse sys-
tem allows use of two different algorithms for query by image example search (Bruce et al.
1997). The first algorithm is based on features extracted from the OCR text, while the sec-
ond one is based on features extracted directly from the document image itself. The image
based algorithm computes x- and y- projections of the entire document and performs wave-
let transform for the projections. A feature vector of 15 coefficients is used for matching.
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The feature vector is very compact and is quite insensitive to rotation, translation or noise
in the document. Normalized cross-correlation is used to measure the similarity between
two feature vectors. In experiments, the image-based algorithm performed well in retrieval
of similar documents because of the very low false reject error. The OCR-based approach
was good for duplicate document identification because of the low false accept error.

Ting & Leung (1998) presented a linear layout concept that exploits the geometric struc-
ture of documents for tasks such as representation and identification. The layout of charac-
teristic features such as lines, blocks of text or dominant points is converted from two-
dimensional to one dimensional space. The features are then quantized and arranged into a
linear string representation. The similarity between two documents is computed using the
“length of the longest common subsequence” measure between their representative strings.
Equation 5 presents an example similarity metric

(5)

where |sm| and |sn| are the lengths of strings representing the two images that are to be com-
pared and |sc| is the length of the longest common subsequence between sm and sn. The con-
version and string operations make possible a robust system that tolerates noise,
deformation and segmentation inconsistencies such as missing and added objects. The lin-
ear layout concept allows “query by image example” type of retrieval.

Form processing is an important operation in business and government organizations. A
problem of image-based form document retrieval is addressed in (Liu & Jain 1998). It is
essential to define a similarity measure that is applicable in real situations, where query im-
ages are allowed to differ from the database images. Based on the definition of form signa-
ture, Liu & Jain proposed a similarity measure that is insensitive to translation, scaling,
moderate skew (<5%) and variations in the geometrical proportions of the form layout. Ex-
perimental results were performed on a form image database containing 100 different kinds
of forms. The retrieval results for 95% of the 200 images were correct. The results are en-
couraging but a real evaluation has to be performed with a much larger database.

For image categorization, Soffer (1997) proposed three different similarity metrics
which are based on N x M -gram texture features: a normalized dot product of N x M -
grams, the bin to bin difference of the N x M -gram frequency vector and the number of
common N x M -grams. In comparison to other texture features, Soffer utilized the well
known histogram intersection and weighted Euclidean distance measures. All these meas-
ures could be used in “query by example image” type of retrieval.

In Paper I, we have proposed a similarity measure for layout similarity. We approximat-
ed the structural similarity of two documents using a measure of their constituent regions
and their types (text, graphics and image). For each region Ri in the query image Qi, we
matched Ri to each region of the database image Dj of the same type and overlapping it.
Once this first correspondence has been established, an evaluation mechanism is used to
refine and measure the quality of the match. Two restrictions are set: 1) no region should
be mapped to two or more regions in the horizontal direction and 2) no single database re-
gion should be mapped to two or more query regions. When the best match is found, the
percentage of each region in the query image which matches the database image is comput-
ed and the total is summed for all regions.
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3.4. Our approach

Our goal was to develop a functional retrieval system that can be used in a wide variety of
document image retrieval applications and to provide a consistent basis for algorithm de-
velopment. In Paper IV, we described the basic development tools required in constructing
a CBIR application. Papers I and II proposed the general framework of “Intelligent docu-
ment image retrieval” (IDIR) and “Intelligent image retrieval” (IIR) systems, describing
the underlying techniques and architecture needed in this type of solutions. In our docu-
ment model, the scene image is presented as a part of a document. Thus, scene image re-
trieval techniques can also be used in document image retrieval. More accurate retrieval
results can be achieved by exploiting image properties such as color, texture and shape, to-
gether with document properties such as physical structure, logical structure or text content.
In Paper III, a set of graphical tools for dealing with query formulation and complex docu-
ment image retrieval was presented.

The tools and systems presented in Papers I-IV were implemented using C and C++ lan-
guages in a Khoros environment (Khoral Research 1994). Khoros supports developing,
maintaining, delivering, and sharing of computer vision software. The latest IDIR version
is implemented in Java language without the support of such tools.

3.4.1   Application development

Our first approach for building CBIR applications was presented in Paper IV. The idea is
to provide a general framework and tools for the rapid development of specific purpose
CBIR applications. Fig. 20 depicts the parts of the framework. The database preparation
creates a symbolic representation (sample set) of the structure of images containing the in-
formation needed in image retrieval. Different feature extraction and sample set tools can
be used to create and manipulate the sets into their most suitable form. The classification
part facilitates accurate performance measurements of features using different classifiers
when each sample is assigned a manual class label. The database query part offers tools for
query specification, processing and visualization of the results. Visualization tools guide
the application development work in the most productive direction.

It is fast and easy to implement prototype systems in this environment and to be able to
test their performance and usability. In order to speed up experiments, a complete compu-
tational chain has been implemented to make rapid changes possible. This has been realized
utilizing atomic and re-usable software components. The designed framework permits the
development of new CBIR systems by utilizing existing components and by building new
standardized components.

3.4.2   Document image retrieval

In Paper I, our main focus was to design a document image retrieval architecture for re-
search and application development. The designed intelligent document image retrieval ar-
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chitecture (IDIR) can manage both content and structural queries. It is composed of tightly
coupled modules that have connections to document analysis and database modules as well
as to application systems developed on top of the retrieval mechanisms (Fig. 21). By defin-
ing these entities we ensure flexibility in the retrieval of document images and establish an
environment for further development of the IDIR system. Different modules can be inte-
grated with retrieval system components via interface definitions that provide bidirectional
data transport capabilities using both control and raw data.

The IDIR core controls the document analysis modules which extract page layout and
logical structure as well as low-level document features, such as textural and geometric fea-
tures. It combines and modifies extracted features to form the representation of each docu-
ment. The obtained document and attribute objects are stored in an object-oriented database
which enables sufficient flexibility in dealing with complex feature and image data. The
IDIR core also controls the retrieval process and requests from applications. For example,
when it receives a request to find a certain type of a document image, a formal query is gen-
erated and the database is searched. Based on the search result, the final retrieval result (e.g.
matched images, rank numbers and similarity values) is produced and provided for the ap-
plication.

In the IDIR approach, the quality of the representation of a document is critical, since
the query tools are entirely dependent on the knowledge gained from the document image.
With good query language combined with efficient document representation, it is possible
to receive reasonable responses to specific queries. By using document image and textual
analysis tools collaboratively, and by combining their results with an efficient and flexible
query language, we hope to obtain generic and productive solutions to complex retrieval
solutions. The IDIR takes advantage of, for example, properties such as image texture and
geometry, logical information (structure, relations, labeling), content features (keywords,
OCR’d text) and relations within and between feature categories.
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Fig. 20. Framework for content-based image retrieval application development.
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The IDIR system provides several levels of query capability. The first distinction can be
made between structure and content. At the structural level, a user can query the existence
of physical and logical objects, their properties and the spatial relations between them via
a graphical query interface. At the content level, the IDIR provides text retrieval by key-
words. Query by document example can be defined as a combination of query by structure
and content.

In Paper III, we presented a document model, a graphical user interface and a set of re-
lated tools to take full advantage of the processing capabilities, the database and the archi-
tecture of the IDIR system. The document model was described in Section 2.3. The main
design concept in the graphical user interface development is centered on functionality,
where different interface objects can be defined explicitly and combined interactively to
form visual query specifications for the retrieval of document images. In our interface the
user can visualize and construct complex queries which may extend over multiple levels in
the document hierarchy. The interface consists of tools which are used to construct and ex-
ecute queries, view the results and browse the resulting images. Each component works in-
teractively, and iterative refinement of the query can be realized. Fig. 22 shows the
graphical query interface which can be used to simplify the creation of spatial queries for
documents. An example query is shown with a search for a document page that has two col-
umns, a large graphic zone on the bottom of the page and a smaller graphic zone in the left
top corner of the page (Frame A). In addition we have defined that the page should not have
a header or footer (Frame B). On the right side of the user interface we can see the query
results given by the IDIR.

The query construction is based on the formation of document image frames that can be
extracted from an imported document (query by example) or from an empty template (que-
ry by sketch). For these frames, attributes can be set by selecting regions in a free hand draw
mode, by selecting document, page or zone level attribute definition objects to specify the
properties of the documents to be retrieved. Different query types, such as query by exam-
ple, query by user example and query by selected attributes can therefore be managed effi-
ciently and combined into complex queries.

We have developed a way to refine the query information specified in image frames.
Frame logic offers simple logical operations used to define relationships between image
frames. The user can combine defined multiple properties or query schemes by using log-
ical And, Or and Not operations. Fig. 23 shows a query construction scenario and the page
level attribute definition window.
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Fig. 22. Example of IDIR UI.
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Fig. 23. Examples of options for integrated query construction flow and the page level at-
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In Table 2, retrieval times for different query examples are presented. Search time is the
time consumed by the search engine to find matching documents, pages or zones. Total
time consists of search time, fetching of document objects from the database, and loading
and displaying of thumbnail images in the user interface. The experiments were performed
on the Java implemented IDIR version with ObjectStore PSE Pro 3.0 (Object Design 1999)
object oriented database using a test database consisting of 1000 document images. The
most time consuming query (Query5) is based on spatial information and a logical and-op-
eration. This thesis does not handle database indexing and filtering techniques. However,
it is clear that these techniques are needed in practical applications to speed up retrieval.

3.4.3   Scene image retrieval

In Paper II, we presented a scene image retrieval system which is based on the IDIR ar-
chitecture. This Intelligent Image Retrieval (IIR) system retrieves natural scene images
with recognizable object(s) or scenery, such as humans and differentiable landscapes. In
IIR, we can describe component properties of objects, such as “hair color”. We can segment
the image, and compute local features for image components. Local features can be com-
bined with global image features such as texture or a color histogram. Further, image fea-

Table 2. Query times for IDIR system.

Query Search
time [s]

Total
time [s]

Number of
matches

1. Find documents having 2 to 4 pages Finnish text 4 7 30

2. Find documents having drawing at top 25 34 80

3. Find documents having drawing at top and sin-
gle column text underneath

34 37 34

4. Find pages having drawing at top 20 30 102

5. Find pages having drawing at top and single col-
umn text underneath

25 30 36

6. Find all graph zones 8 34 584

7. Find pages having single column text or graph 17 40 586

8. Find pages having single column text and graph 23 30 114

9. Find pages having single column text at top or
graph at bottom

50 51 10

10. Find pages having single column text at top
and graph at bottom

22 24 36
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tures can be combined into “composite features”, which are either predefined combinations
of optimally descriptive database features or combinations of features defined by the user.

The graphical user interface of the IIR facilitates the use of composite features and seg-
mentation information when building and performing a variety of queries, such as “query
by image example”, “query by user example” and “query by feature property definition”.
Different query types and image frame logic can be used together or separately to designate
desired features for retrieval. Fig. 24 shows the query user interface and its functional com-
ponents.

Fig. 25a illustrates an example of image segmentation types that can be used in a query.
The first segmentation method performs fine segmentation using tonal features and multi-
ple scales whereas the second method performs coarse segmentation using texture and
color features. In the third method, block segmentation, the image is divided into equal
sized regions. Localization information (segmentation method 1), color and texture fea-
tures were combined into a composite feature to find an image having a black haired
woman in the middle of the image. The test database consisted of 400 natural images both
outdoor scenes and pictures in document images. The best matched result images are
shown in Fig. 25b. Although current CBIR techniques are not able to perform the direct
semantic mapping of the desired image, the multi-feature query in different scales and res-
olutions brings the semantic meaning closer to the user expectations.

Browsing tools/
Query results

Query by segmentation
tools (block and free)

Query by image frame
(example image/drawn region by hand)

Query by feature
property (global)

Result ranking
methods

Frame logic
& precedence

Fig. 24. Image query user interface.
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3.5. Discussion

Scene image retrieval techniques have matured so that a few commercial products already
exist but many problems still prevent wider commercialization. A robust image segmenta-
tion method, an expressive data model, semantic features, a sophisticated user interface for
query specification, and efficient indexing schemes are needed for the final breakthrough
of scene image retrieval applications. In addition, the formalization of the whole paradigm
of content based image retrieval is essential for applications to be successful. High-end
CBIR systems are more or less specialized in certain problem areas, when constrains set by
the application simplify the task at hand. This is true for any application of machine vision.

Document image retrieval technology is still in its infancy. There are no commercial ap-
plications that utilize both text and image properties in retrieval. The major problems are
how to automatically model document images and how their structure, hierarchy and se-
mantic information are mapped into the retrieval domain so that the user can specify que-
ries efficiently. A possible solution is to define the semantic and physical retrieval domain
and a sophisticated visual user interface tools for query construction.

A common test database is extremely important for meaningful system evaluation. One
problem is the lack of large test databases. We have developed a publicly available docu-
ment database (Sauvola & Kauniskangas 1999) which can be used to evaluate different
document retrieval system. Our database consists of one thousand scanned document im-
ages and ground-truth information about the physical and logical structure of the docu-
ments.

Method 3

Fig. 25. Example of (a) segmentation for query usage and (b) retrieval results of human faces.

Method 1Original Method 2

(a)

(b)



4. Improving the quality of a document database

The optimization of an image database population has received little attention, despite the
fact that the quality of the database affects strongly the overall effectiveness of a retrieval
system. The usability of retrieval application can be improved by optimizing the pictorial,
physical and semantic content of the database for the application. If insufficient attention
is paid to the quality of the database content, the object search space may become too dis-
organized and objects belonging to the same visual class cannot be found. Fig. 26 presents
two simple examples of a two dimensional search space. Another risk is that if too many
features are used, the search space becomes very large, which may lead to dramatic slow
down in query processing. A standard guideline for reasonable query processing time is 3
seconds, but the acceptable time depends on the application (Jain & Gupta 1996). This re-
quirement limits not just the number of features but also put constrains on the complexity
of the features in CBIR systems. Careful feature selection produces an organized search
space and helps to eliminate unnecessary features which speeds up query processing and
improves retrieval results.

4.1. Evaluation of retrieval systems

In order to develop better retrieval systems it is important to be able to evaluate the overall
system performance and the performance of each system component separately. Fig. 27
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depicts our approach for the performance evaluation of document image retrieval systems.
Population optimization involves two steps, preprocessing of images and feature extrac-
tion. Due to its computationally intensive nature, it is done in an off-line fashion. Input im-
ages, both clean and degraded are first fed into a submodule where different preprocessing
algorithms or an automatic defect control management system called STORM (Paper VI)
are used to enhance the image quality, if needed. The robustness of the system to deal with
degraded images can be evaluated using test images which exist both in clean and degraded
forms. In the next step, page segmentation is performed and layout information is extracted
for the document images. Feature extraction algorithms are applied to compute image fea-
tures such as color, texture and shape for the scene image regions. The feature extraction
process can be automated and managed within the DTM environment (Paper VIII). In ad-
dition, the iterative looping technique offered by DTM can be used to tune the parameters
of the feature extraction algorithms. The information obtained is stored into the database
directly or after semantic modeling, for example determination of reading order for docu-
ment images or determination of semantic image objects such as humans, buildings and
vegetables. The database module consists of storing, indexing and “fetching” algorithms.
The retrieval module consists of algorithms for constructing queries, measuring similarities
and ranking results.

Semantic Modeling

Feature Extraction

Preprocessing

STORM

DTM

Models

Scene

Database

Storing Indexing

Fetching

Retrieval Module

Query Similarity

Ranking

Algorithms
Input Images
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System Evaluation Flow
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Fig. 27. Performance evaluation of retrieval systems.
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Evaluation information can be used as feedback to adjust parameters and to select the
best available algorithm. Test results reveal how different system components affect the fi-
nal retrieval result and what happens if a component is left out or its parameters are altered.
Intermediate and final retrieval results are evaluated in several test cases. Test results are
numerical and visual data reporting how good the different system components are. As
shown in Fig. 27, there are two intermediate test points (P1, P2) and a test point (P3) for
the final retrieval results. The first test point is after preprocessing and feature extraction
modules where the results of the algorithms used are tested using for example OCR tech-
niques and ground-truth data. OCR software can be used to measure how well the charac-
ters are recognized from degraded and filtered images compared to original clean ones.
Ground-truth data can be used, for example to benchmark image or page segmentation re-
sults. At the second test point, after database population, the performance of database algo-
rithms can be measured (e.g. speed and effectiveness of indexing methods). The final
system evaluation is done for the retrieval results obtained from the match engine. The
measured parameters are precision, recall and retrieval speed.

In order to perform the evaluations, ground-truth data is needed. We have developed a
tool for creating ground-truth for document images. The user interface of the tool is shown
in Fig. 28. The user can manually segment each page in the document and specify docu-
ment, page and zone level properties such as document category, publication name, lan-
guage, page layout type, font style and zone type. In addition, the reading order of the
document and neighbourhood relationships between zone objects can be defined. An expe-
rienced user can process a usual document image (e.g. scientific article) in 20-40 seconds
and a complex document (e.g. advertisement) in a minute or two. The tool has been used
to create a free document image database (Sauvola & Kauniskangas 1999).

Fig. 28. A tool for creating ground-truth for document images.
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4.2. Document image preprocessing

Current document analysis techniques do not handle degraded documents well. Often even
small defects in the input image decrease the overall quality and performance of the system
(Paper VI). For example, the performance of most OCR algorithms drops rapidly when a
small amount of skew is introduced into the original document during the scanning proce-
dure. Layout analysis is an essential step in a document image database population and if
page segmentation fails due to poor image quality, the retrieval system cannot work well.

Document images are often degraded; for example each scanned document is blurred
because scanners have a non-negligible point spread function (PSF). In order to develop ef-
ficient preprocessing methods degradation models are needed. Different models for the
perturbations introduced during the document printing and scanning process have been pro-
posed for example in (Baird 1990, Kanungo et al. 1993, Kanungo et al. 1995).

De-blurring of bi-level images is one of the most difficult problems in image processing.
Most de-blurring techniques described in the literature assume (implicitly or explicitly) a
band-limited signal. However, bi-level images violate this assumption because of the sharp
transitions between the two colors (usually black and white). Much research has been car-
ried out on document image enhancement using morphological filters for the removal of
white noise (Loce & Dougherty 1992). However, the physics of printing and scanning as
well as direct observations, suggest that white noise is not a significant factor in document
images whereas signal dependent noise is (Pavlidis 1996). Pavlidis concluded that the most
promising way to deal with the problem of document deblurring is by a combination of
methods. A maximum likelihood expectation maximization (ML/EM) algorithm proposed
by (Vardi & Lee 1993) generally moves pixel values in the right direction (towards very
dark or very light). After the method has been applied for a few iterations, then a static con-
trast enhancement method may be applied, both to increase speed and to eliminate oscilla-
tions introduced by the de-convolution.

Recently, Wu and Manmatha (1998) developed a simple yet effective algorithm for doc-
ument image clean-up and binarization. Their algorithm consists of two basic steps. In the
first step, the input image is smoothed using a low-pass (Gaussian) filter. The smoothing
operation enhances text relative to any background texture. This is because background
texture normally has higher frequency than text. The smoothing also removes speckle
noise. In the second step, the intensity histogram of the smoothed image is computed, the
histogram is smoothed by a low-pass filter and a binarization threshold is automatically se-
lected as the value between the first and second peaks of the histogram. Wu and Man-
matha’s comparative study also showed that the algorithm significantly outperformed
Tsai’s (1985) moment-preserving method, Otsu’s (1979) histogram-based scheme, and
Kamel and Zhao’s (1993) adaptive algorithm.

As digital cameras become cheaper and more powerful, driven by the consumer digital
photography market, face-up scanning with digital cameras has the potential to provide a
convenient and natural way of transforming paper-based information into digital data (Tay-
lor & Dance 1998). The main technical challenges in realizing this new scanning interface
are insufficient resolution, blur and lighting variations. Taylor and Dance developed an
technique for recovering text from digital camera images, which simultaneously addresses
these three problems. The technique first performs deblurring by deconvolution, then res-
olution enhancement by linear interpolation and finally adaptive thresholding using a local
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average technique. When the original page is scanned at 100 dpi, the technique yields an
OCR performance comparable to a 200 dpi contact scanning process for bimodal images.

A digitized binary image containing text which overlaps with background noise, or
some complex background image, is not an ideal input to an OCR system (Ali 1996). Most
OCR systems can recognize only black characters on a white uniform background or vice
versa. Overlapping text with background text can be directly opened with an appropriate
structuring element to remove the background components that touch the characters. But
applying such methods globally to a document image will reduce the quality of the “clean”
text. Ali proposed an approach for background noise detection and cleaning in document
images. First, the image is divided into small equal sized windows which are called “tiles”.
The tile is labelled as “empty” if it contains no foreground pixels and “non-empty” other-
wise. Next, “non-empty” tiles are classified as “noisy” or “clean” using a trained neural net-
work and simple features derived from color transitions and the black pixel neighborhood
in a tile. Contextual post-classification is performed to correct possible occasional classifi-
cation errors. Finally, a morphological opening operation is performed for “noisy” image
regions. Ali reported 95% classification accuracy and a remarkable improvement in char-
acter recognition in “noisy” text regions.

In (Cannon et al. 1997) a numerical rating system is developed for assessing the quality
of document images. The rating algorithm produces scores for different document image
attributes such as speckle and touching characters. Cannonet al. reported that their quality
measures are sufficiently meaningful for predicting the OCR error rate of a document. The
predicted OCR error rate will be used to screen documents that would not be handled prop-
erly with existing document processing systems. The individual quality measures indicate
how a document image might be restored optimally.

Satter & Tay (1998) presented a method for enhancing a scanned gray-scale image prior
to its binarization for an OCR system. Satter and Tay concluded that most preprocessing
techniques fail when applied to scanned, bad quality document images. Even edge-preserv-
ing noise smoothing algorithms may damage significant parts of a document. That is why
a method capable of reducing noise, while keeping or increasing fine details is needed. The
central idea in their approach is to use the wavelet transform and nonlinear processing
which employs fuzzy logic in order to perform the visual enhancement of the document im-
age by reducing the noise and enhancing the details of the image. In simulation examples,
Sattar and Tay found that their method is more efficient in the high noise case than Ram-
poni’s method (Ramponi & Fontanot 1993) where quadratic filters are used with a linear
one. Further, the proposed method performs better than more conventional ones (e.g. linear
filtering and median filtering) in terms of both noise reduction and sharpness enhancement.

4.2.1   Automated defect management

Our approach to preprocessing of grey-scale images is the “one stop shop” -principle illus-
trated in Fig. 29. Original images, possibly containing multiple or mixed defects, are auto-
matically analysed and filtered if defects are detected. Information processing such as
segmentation and feature extraction is done for cleaned images. In this way, query results
are better that they would be without any image filtering. The “One stop shop” -concept
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means that the preprocessing module is a black box which takes in images via an abstract
interface, solves the filtering problem to its best knowledge and returns a cleaned image via
the abstract interface.

For this purpose, we have developed an approach for the automated quality improve-
ment of grey-scale document images, called STORM (Paper VI). STORM first computes
a set of features from the image, determining image characteristics information and the pos-
sible occurrence of defect types. The feature data is then evaluated using a neural network
classifier (NNC) for the detection of degradation types and degree. The NNC is trained with
sets of document images containing various degradations. The classification guides the soft
control technique that is used to select the appropriate filter and their parametrization in or-
der to “clean” detected degradations. In our experiments, the results show that a significant
enhancement can be achieved on degraded documents. The overall classification rate of the
degradation type and degree varied from 74% to 94%, depending on the content and com-
plexity of documents. The overall performance of STORM was tested with an OCR module
for processed and non-processed documents. Fig. 30 depicts the results achieved when us-
ing the Caere Omnipage (1998a) OCR software modules. STORM is especially useful in
mass document management, where errors are usually repetitive. In such cases, even small
enhancements in image quality improve future processing results, for example in OCR. At
the same time, less manual work is needed.

4.3. Database population optimization

In systems that use refined image information, for example from document or scene imag-
es, the overall retrieval effectiveness strongly depends on the quality of the database pop-
ulation and the richness of the available query formulation, (e.g. source image quality, data
organization and the description of refined image features). When the goal is to provide ef-
ficient content-based retrieval functionality, a gap can be observed between the database
population and the query techniques currently in use. It can be filled up by resolving two
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issues. First, the database query techniques should be highly efficient and rich, matching
well the content of the database population, and reflect strongly the demands of the target
application. Second, the features used for query, e.g. their organization in the database,
their reflected image semantics and quality, and the strategy to compute image featuresa
priori  orposteriori, should be of high quality and should be well suited for the target appli-
cation. The first issue is under intense research and many advances have been made in that
area (Jaisimha et al. 1996, Manmatha 1997). The latter has occasionally gained some atten-
tion, usually when retrieval features are designed for a system, but no analytic focus in this
area can be found in the literature. Eventually, both these issues have to be resolved, in or-
der to reach a new level of efficiency and possibilities to tailor queries in content-based im-
age retrieval.

Approaches for finding correct image features for query construction have been pro-
posed, but the reported results usually apply to limited application domains. Swets and
Weng (1995) described a self organizing framework for content-based retrieval of images
from large image databases at the object recognition level. The system uses the theories of
optimal projection for feature selection and a hierarchical image database for rapid retrieval
rates. The Karhunen-Loève projection is used to produce a set of Most Expressive Features
(MEFs) and this projection is followed by a discriminant analysis projection to produce a
set of Most Discriminating Features (MDFs). They show that the MDF subspace is an ef-
fective way of automatically selecting features while discounting unrelated factors present
in the training data, such as illumination variation and expressions. The proposed mathe-
matical method does not take into consideration perceptual similarity.

Minka and Picard (1997) presented an approach for integrating a large number of con-
text-dependent features into a semi-automated tool. A learning algorithm for selecting and
combining groupings of the data, where groupings can be induced by highly specialized
features is proposed. The selection process is guided by positive and negative examples
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from the user. The inherent combinatories of using multiple features is reduced by a multi-
stage grouping generation, weighting, and collection process. Minka and Picard’s
FourEyes system addresses the problem of content-dependent or noisy features on multiple
fronts: 1) it makes tentative organizations of the data in the form of groupings; 2) the user
no longer has to choose features; 3) the groupings are isolated better by using prior weights,
which can be learned; 4) a self-organizing map is used for remembering weight settings of
different tasks; 5) and it offers interactive performance by explicitly separating groupings
generation, weighting, and collection stages. This is one of the first attempts to automate
feature selection using perceptual feedback given by the user.

Because document image retrieval systems form a rather new area for application devel-
opment, very few approaches for improving the quality of a document database for content-
based retrieval exist. An example is proposed in (Taghva et al. 1998). A document process-
ing system called Manicure provides integrated facilities for creating electronic forms of
printed material. This system is designed to take advantage of document characteristics
such as word forms, geometric information about the objects on the page, and font and
spacing between textual objects to define the logical structure of the document. In addition,
the system automatically detects and corrects OCR spelling errors by using dictionaries, ap-
proximation matching, knowledge of typical OCR errors, and frequency and distribution of
words and phrases in the document. The system can produce functional forms of docu-
ments which are good for most text analysis and retrieval applications. The system does not
consist of any preprocessors to verify document quality before submission to the OCR de-
vice.

4.3.1   Population modeling

In Paper VII, we presented a new generic model for database population optimization
and described the techniques for creating more powerful content-based queries. In our ap-
proach, a new mechanism is included in the retrieval system: the use of population mode-
ling and its quality improvement. They comprise: 1. a document model, 2. a formalized
population model, 3. an image quality refinement technique and 4. an automated feature ex-
traction framework. These should be applied when the database is populated with docu-
ment images for the purpose of content-based retrieval, as depicted in Fig. 31.

(1) The document model: The formulation and indexing of image and feature data, i.e.
the database population organization affects substantially the performance of an image re-
trieval system. In our approach to database population optimization, we use models pre-
sented in Chapter 2 (Papers III and VII). These models enable the construction of a database
that can be organized utilizing natural document semantics and physical modeling.

(2) The formalized population model: Since image and feature population optimization
is mostly a preprocessing step in the retrieval system, it can be formally defined as an in-
dependent task. In Paper VII, we propose a formalized description for it. The description
consists of parameters for document population such as the known physical and semantic
properties, the number of undefined parameters, a measure of document complexity and the
document type. Using this description, together with the document model, the preprocess-
ing path is defined down to the image database population, to provide an optimized match
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for retrieval applications. The model and given specification determine the population
quality estimate in a given retrieval problem, and therefore dictate clear rules and demands
for performing quality optimization with the given set(s) of images and their features.

(3) Image quality refinement: For the database image and feature population quality im-
provement and target query optimization, we use the STORM system (see the previous
chapter and Paper VI) to automatically evaluate the condition of the document and scene
images, and thereafter repair the imperfections found.

(4) Automated feature extraction framework: The DTM system (Paper VIII) can be uti-
lized to automate and manage the image quality refinement and feature extraction. Fig. 32
depicts the overall process for image quality estimation and optimization from raw images
to database population members. The system fetches the document images and their avail-
able parameters from the raw image archive to an image object container, whose graphical
image window is shown on the left. The optimization stages are graphically designed in an
‘optimization processing workbench’ containing the necessary techniques and algorithms,
and a graphical support for the iterative testloop technique. The procedure can flexibly be
altered to fit the specific image population. The outcome of the process is a refined database
population.

The defined document model and proposed formalized population model can be used
for speeding up the query process. The developed search base reduction (SBR) technique
uses document or image structural and content properties in two reduction phases (Paper
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VI). In the first phase, the structural information is used to reduce the number of document
objects in the search base. The achieved reduction is evaluated, and if further reduction is
needed, new structural restrictions are set, if possible. The second reduction phase mainly
uses content features, whose properties and number of parameters are usually higher and
more complex, thus demanding more search and processing time from the retrieval engine.
In the proposed SBR scenario, the more computationally intensive content based process-
ing is then only performed on a reduced number of available population of document and
scene images. In Paper V, the SBR is extended for active documents. The proposed FSBR
(functional search base reduction) utilizes also the functional properties of documents to re-
duce the search base.

Fig. 33a shows the overall system components for targeted population optimization.
This retrieval database preparation is parametrized using the properties of the target appli-
cation, such as document category, layout and user preferences. Fig. 33b shows the system
components, when no target parametrization is made, and the document image database
model only covers usual (image data, image attribute) pairs.

In experiments, our test document population sets included several document and scene
image databases with different image categories. The databases contained ground truth in-
formation for performance evaluation. Several evaluation techniques such as OCR and ob-
ject recognition were used before the images were approved for database storage and
retrieval feature extraction. The results show a clear improvement in retrieval performance
when the proposed optimization techniques are applied to the database prior to retrieval.

Fig. 34 shows an example of an optimized document image with a high degree of phys-
ical and logical structure that is used for semantic (logical) document modeling for a re-
trieval application scenario, such as “number of columns”, “spatial location of heading”

Document Image
Source Container

Optimization Processing Workbench

Fig. 32. Graphical user interfaces for document quality optimization modules.

Database documents
before processing

Data & process pipe Process container
in specified processor

Input: scanner or database
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and “number of pictures in the page”.
The overall improvement for a simple structured document varied in the range of 4-15%,

when measured with OCR and page segmentation software. For complex structure catego-
ry, the improvement was in the range of 2-34%.

Fig. 35 shows a retrieval by example performed on a complex category comprising a
non-optimized and optimized (text/structure) image database. The retrieval query informa-
tion is inserted to query frames in the graphical query interface of the IDIR, after the verbal
description is decomposed. The features are prioritized according to the order of appear-
ance. The results show a clear improvement in query results. This is due to a better zone
classification, physical segmentation and labeling process of textual areas.

4.4. Discussion

Current document analysis techniques require high image quality for satisfactory opera-
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tion. Thus, preprocessing algorithms are often needed to enhance image quality. Many ap-
proaches for scene and document image clean-up have been proposed. The majority of the
approaches for document images work on limited applications and require manually per-
formed activities. An automated and generic method for defect detection and image filter-
ing is needed for developing efficient retrieval applications for large image databases. In
this thesis, a new approach to automated quality improvement of grey-scale document im-
ages was suggested. A limited set of different document categories, defect types and image
filters were used. The results were encouraging and further investigations should be pur-
sued.

The quality of the database population has gained only little attention, although the con-
tent of the database dictates the effectiveness of the retrieval system. Some approaches
have been proposed for feature selection, automatic detection and correction of OCR spell-
ing errors. Typically, these approaches are limited to some specific applications or they
cover only a small part of the whole database population process. A new approach for the
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optimization of image database population and query processing was proposed in this the-
sis. Preliminary results show that more accurate retrieval results can be achieved when the
content of the database (image quality, feature selection, feature values and data model) is
optimized to match the target query scenarios.

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4

optimized

non-optimized

“Find documents with large graph at top
and single column text underneath. No
pictures or headings in the page.”

Retrieval description: Retrieval formulation:
-Example image
-Frame1: graph + spatial info
-Frame2: zone + 2xcolumns + spatial info
-Frame3: no picture
-Frame4: no heading

Example image

Fig. 35. An example retrieval scenario performed with IDIR for text non/optimized images.



5. Conclusions

This thesis studied the content-based retrieval of document and scene images. A retrieval
architecture comprising of system architecture, retrieval methods, query construction tools
and document data and information models was proposed. Further, a great deal of attention
was paid to database quality and population issues.

A proper data and information model is mandatory for efficient content-based retrieval.
We presented an object-based document model which specifies document attributes at the
document, page and zone levels, offering efficient retrieval definitions for a document’s
structure and content. In addition, we introduced the concept of active documents, where
simple relations between document components are replaced by programmable active links
which expand retrieval possibilities.

Different image retrieval techniques and the shortcomings of current systems were dis-
cussed. We presented the concept and implementation of an intelligent document image re-
trieval system, the IDIR. The system utilizes methods that do not require complete
conversion, but instead use document analysis representations of document’s structure and
logical content. The necessary system components, feature extraction modules, query lan-
guage and similarity metrics were developed to facilitate content and structure-based re-
trieval of document images. A set of graphical tools was developed to form visual query
specifications, view the results and browse resulting documents. Images and feature data
are organized in an object oriented database that allows archiving of complex data and their
relations. Document analysis information is used to construct and populate the database.
We use physical and logical features, such as zone location, zone types and spatial relation
and existence of objects to compose the attribute objects in the database. In order to take
advantage of using other systems needed in document image retrieval, the IDIR provides
interfaces to document analysis and database modules as well as to application systems de-
veloped on top of the retrieval mechanism. By defining these interfaces, we have ensured
flexibility and established an environment for further development.

Increasing amounts of scene image databases have created the need for retrieving imag-
es directly from their content. We have developed an intelligent image retrieval application
that is an extension of the IDIR. Several image analysis and features extraction algorithms
were presented for retrieving scene images. In the graphical user interface, image features,
image segmentation information, and image frames can be used to flexibly express desired
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image properties. Scene image retrieval techniques can be utilized also in document retriev-
al where a scene image can be a part of a document image.

Image database population and database quality optimization are important issues in
content-based retrieval. Image degradations decrease the performance of any retrieval sys-
tem rapidly. In order to cope with this, we presented a new technique for document image
defect management. First, several feature extraction algorithms are used to analyse the
properties of a grey-scale document image. Extracted features are fed to a neural network
classifier that is trained to recognize some typical image defects occurring in document im-
ages. The output of the classifier and a soft control technique is used to select the appropri-
ate image cleaning filter and adjust its parameters. The technique exploits document type
and domain characteristics to bias the quality evaluation and filtering process.

Document and image databases constitute an important part of many systems, while
their content is not usually optimized. Our technique for database population optimization
is to adapt database content and query processing for the requirements of the target appli-
cation. The technique automatically manipulates image feature profiles to better match the
target query scenarios.

The systems and techniques developed were tested with different types of document im-
age databases that contain over 1000 document images. Our experiments show that signif-
icant enhancements can be achieved with even simple automated image cleaning and
optimization of target domain image parameters and feature profiles.The classification of
various degradation types indicated 74-94% accuracy and the quality improvement percent
varied in the range of 2-34% when measured with OCR and page segmentation software.
The query processing was 5-20 times faster using a search base reduction technique. The
document image retrieval system developed performed well in different retrieval scenarios
and provided a consistent basis for research.

Although the results obtained in this thesis are encouraging, there is room for improve-
ment and future work. Presented document data model and especially the concept of active
documents could be extended to handle multimedia documents. This could create founda-
tion for the development of intelligent multimedia information retrieval system. Developed
document and scene retrieval systems can be improved, for example with new feature ex-
traction algorithms, faster query processing algorithms, and new database indexing struc-
tures. The automatic defect management system presented can be trained to cope with new
image degradation types. For this purpose new image analysis algorithms and filtering
methods have to be investigated. Optimization techniques for document image retrieval
have turned out to be useful but more research on this field has to be carried out.

Advances in technologies have resulted in huge archives of multimedia documents that
can be found in diverse application domains. To fully exploit the explosive growth of in-
formation, techniques that facilitate content-based access are required. The author feels that
this thesis contributes to this emerging and important research field.
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